






A Previously Unnoticed Extract of Suso’s Horologium Sapientiae in English
A manuscript in the library of St John’s College, Cambridge, contains a hitherto unnoticed text of part of The Seven Poyntes of Trewe Wisdom (hereafter Seven Poyntes), a late-fourteenth-century English abridgement of Henry Suso’s Horologium Sapientiae (c.1320).​[1]​ The manuscript in question, Cambridge, St John’s College MS G.25 (hereafter G.25), is written on membrane and measures around 195mm by 130mm, with a written area of 140-150mm by 90-95mm.  It dates from the first half of the fifteenth century, and consists entirely of religious materials in English prose: alongside the text which is the subject of this paper we find the Elucidarium, an Apocalypse commentary, part of the gospel harmony Oon of Foure and two Wycliffite sermons. The manuscript is written in two different textura semi-quadrata hands; hand A, located by the Linguistic Atlas to Northamptonshire, is responsible for the first two quires, containing only the Elucidarium, while hand B, from Cambridgeshire, copied the remaining texts.​[2]​ Although the manuscript has been described more than once, the identity of the Suso text has not previously been established. ​[3]​
The newly-discovered text in G.25 is a version of chapter 6 of Seven Poyntes, which discusses the nature of the Eucharist, the correct way in which to receive it, and its effect upon the worthy recipient. It is only about two-thirds of the usual length of the chapter, omitting some content which appears in other Seven Poyntes manuscripts, but including a small amount of additional material which does not appear in the English version. These additions appear to have been translated directly from Suso’s Latin, but it does not follow that the entire text was freshly translated; the very numerous verbal correspondences between the text in G.25 and the other English manuscripts suggest that the anonymous translator or redactor had before him as he worked copies of both the English Seven Poyntes and the Latin text, or some other unknown version which drew on both sources.
Whereas other manuscripts of Seven Poyntes, and indeed those of Horologium Sapientiae, are presented as dialogues between Wisdom and his Disciple, the text in G.25 appears as a simple monologic exposition. The separate interlocutors have been replaced by a first person address in which the speaker discourses on the Eucharist to the reader or listener.  The persistently questioning voice of the Disciple has been absorbed into the monologue but his enquiries still serve to shape the text, in the form of hypothetical objections and reservations introduced by the speaker using formulae such as ‘but herto may it be seid’, or ‘if þou axist’. An example makes the distinction clear:

Wisdame: ȝit I putte to þy symplenesse this questyone here-to accordynge: sey me wheþere þou byleve þat þou haste a sowle, or þat þere ben any thinges invisibil?
Disciple: I beleve not þat I haue a sowle, but I knowe hit wel, in as miche as I haue the knowynge here-of be my mevynge and of my witte & felynge and seche oþer. (Seven Poyntes, 367, lines 10-15)

Seie þou to me wher þou bileeuest not þat þou hast a soule, eþir þat ony þingis ben vnvysible? I gesse þat not oonli þou bileeuest but woost þat þou hast a soule, siþen þou hast knowinge of þis þing bi stiring & feelyng. (G.25, f.86r, punctuation added)

While the speaker’s constant acknowledgement of an enquiring and sometimes opposing voice creates a vivid sense of an implied audience, the absence of the dialogue form reduces the likelihood that the text will be recognised for what it is.
Manuscript layout may also have contributed to the failure of previous scholars to identify this text. The Suso extract occupies ff.85r to 93r, and follows on immediately from the preceding item, an extract from Oon of Foure; after the Suso the remainder of the quire (ff.93v-96v) is blank, with the next item, the sermon Vae Octuplex, commencing at the start of the following quire. Only a short rubricated linking passage marks the transition from the gospel harmony to the Suso text: ‘Here endiþ þe passioun of oure lord I. C. and bigynneþ how þe sacrament of þe auter cristis be reseyued worþili & deuotly’ (f.85r). In this respect the Suso is unique among the items in this manuscript; all the others are separated physically from the preceding text, either by commencing on a new quire (the second Wycliffite sermon) or by leaving a blank folio (Oon of Foure), or both of these (the Apocalypse commentary and the first Wycliffite sermon). The effect of this formatting decision is to draw attention away from the Suso text as a separate entity. Admittedly the presence of the rubricated introductory passage does provide some demarcation, as does the change in running title to ‘Receyue þe sacrament/ of þe auter’ at this point; but the general impression given to a casual reader is that the Suso is not in fact a separate item, but is perhaps simply a new section of the preceding work.​[4]​ Thus it may be that previous attempts to identify this text were directed towards  materials usually associated with Oon of Foure, and Seven Poyntes is not among them.
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